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Abstract—Following our introduction of the concept of Abstraction Classes, we present herein their realisation within a cloud environment. This is achieved using a combination of integrated service-location models, including Knowledge-Based Systems, and distributed metadata using XML. This is complemented by service control software invoked at the level of Abstraction Classes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently we introduced the concept of an Abstraction Class [1] for the purpose of enabling the processing of a transaction within a cloud environment in a standard manner using the dynamic nature and virtualised properties of a cloud to good effect. The manner in which an Abstraction Class is invoked by an event and the subsequent protocol required for the processing of that event are presented. This leads to two areas of applied research, so that the processing patterns of such classes could be applied to a cloud architecture in general.

The first area is the construction of event classes incorporating those events employed in the processing of Abstraction Classes, so that their properties may induce a degree of standardisation through modelling. This enables the design and implementation of event classes to be simplified. The key point is that events that are produced from the receipt of external data are internal to the cloud, and herein we describe how they are derived; these become abstracted entities within a standard dataflow model. This will reduce the coding required by Abstraction Classes and will thereby reduce the overall level of processing required by the virtualised systems that host such operational classes, e.g. Initiator Process in Figure 1, within a cloud.

The second area of applied research is to distribute the method of forward lookup of the target goal of an invocation of a (set of) service(s) through an Abstraction Class. This is done through the application of research that was formerly employed in the use of predicate logic applied through the use of Knowledge-Based Systems in the determination of goals, where the target data may be distributed across a networked environment. One of the key problems that is addressed by our work in the area of Abstraction Classes concerns the fact that the data that is pertinent to cloud-based services and transactions is distributed over what may possibly be a wide area network, and the host cloud may be subject to dynamic changes in its access structure. Therefore, it is important that the design of a system – activating an event-based protocol enabling a cloud-based process – should be integrated with a system that communicates with the same state map of the cloud at the point of the invocation of that process.

This paper extends upon our previous work by describing how the said design can be modelled and outlines the initial construction of a demonstration system at a proof-of-concept level. This proof-of-concept is realised using Inter-Process Message (IPM) modules within a virtualised environment employing an HP c7000 chassis and HP blade technology as the host base.

2. EVENT ABSTRACTION

Adaptive computing [2] focuses on the methodology and implementation of systems that adjust to different situations. An adaptive system may change its own behaviour, so as to fulfil the goals, tasks, interests, and other features of individual users and the environment. Adaptivity is important for pervasive and ubiquitous computing. The terms pervasive and ubiquitous computing are used to describe a smart space, in our case occupied by a cloud which is populated by hundreds of intelligent devices that are embedded in their surroundings [3]. In this paper such devices are represented as Abstraction Classes. These form an effective vehicle upon which to form the initial basis of cloud management. The said computing devices blend into the background, unobtrusively collaborating to provide services that add value to the cloud for users. Services are thus essential to the success of this technology and, as a result, both service discovery and service management will play essential roles in enabling their continuous deployment within clouds. These facilities should be able to add value through their potential collaboration by invoking relevant Abstraction Classes. Additionally, the increasing complexity of such invocations in such a large-scale, distributed and dynamic environment should be hidden from users.
In order for the expansion of such systems to be sustainable in the longer term within and between clouds, it is required that the mechanisms responsible for the location of the (sets of) required services should be enabled by integrating different methods which ultimately centralise on a model-based architecture rather than rely solely upon automatically generated search activities [4]. This approach increases the degree of control available within such a system.

This is a type of program [4] that issues queries in order to automatically interact with web search engines. As a consequence, such a program can consume a large portion of the overall traffic within a system, in this case a cloud. First, program generated traffic can usually peak to a proportionately large amount of the total traffic volume in a relatively short period of time, causing an increase in the search engine response time. This is compounded by the increase in % CPU processing, which accompanies the increase in traffic and the increase in updating to search logs which are often retained for later analysis.

In order to achieve a degree of control in combination with a degree of management of the location and trace processes of required (sets of) services and applications within a cloud, it is required to minimise the number of events that traverse a cloud and also to standardise such events. This is achieved by, in effect, producing a virtual event to represent a particular class of abstracted information flow (Figure 1).

In order for this method of transmitting and controlling event processing to attain the performance level required, there must be a standard design behind the event protocol processing model. This is initially at the level of virtualisation of external events within the initiator class, and subsequently within the abstracted networks within a cloud. This is defined in an earlier paper [1] as follows and is illustrated in Figure 3 (cf. Figure 4):

Abstraction Classes linked through

1. Initiator: Initial Event Request to Initiator Process – Abstract Call via Command Language
2. Initiator Process uses Policy derived.obtained from Policy Database – Access Path obtained via local control file
3. In the context of the local Functional Domain (FD), relevant event Policy attributes are modified according to the result of $f( f_j( func.domain, event \ profile ), local policy )$
4. Abstraction Class requests MetaData for information pertaining to required function/service

5. Parallel access process involving updating the MetaData database due to the dynamic nature of the cloud structure

6. The local control policy for the network node/Virtual Machine hosting the Abstraction Class is accessed

7. Direct Access to the set of Abstraction Classes on Accessed Node

8. Target Evaluation Process by the invoked Abstraction Class(es) for the required service(s)

As shown in Figure 2, it is envisaged that fundamental large-scale entities, such as a cloud, should be described in terms of fundamental layers of abstraction as applied to Cloud Design. Currently, servers within a virtualised environment are described as Virtual Machines (VM’s) whilst those within a conventional physical network are described as Physical Servers, both being members of the “Compute_Server” class as addressed herein. Within a cloud either type of server may exist and therefore classes of operation that are enacted upon them must either be able to deal with both types or exist as separate classes. Additionally, such operational classes must be able to deal with the fact that such servers possessing the same state may not mean that such operational classes react in the same manner. Consequently, we propose an “Operational_Server” class which has a state-based attribute, and in turn a parent “Conceptual_Server” class to which many operational and system processes may be applied. The respective classes of events are derived summarily from their respective server classes in this context.

This event-processing model must be complemented by having the event protocol design integrated with a management layer that can be part of the overall service location system. The beginning of this integration layer is shown in Figure 1 in which there is an interaction between the Profile generation process utilised for the virtualised event produced in the Initiator process and the Policy accessed by the latter process. The Profile and Policy data and the information pertaining to their integration are contained within the MetaData/XML (see Figure 3) database information. This is located on nodes based on VM’s containing XML-based systems within the cloud. The location of the VM nodes is maintained within the replicated central SQL database within the cloud. At this point such events have been produced from either Physical Servers or VM’s and are referred to as the set of “Compute_Events” (Figure 2). In order that they can be transmitted within a cloud, these are transformed to a consolidated virtualised or abstracted event, referred to in Figure 2 as a “Conceptual_Event”. Specifically,
Conceptual_Events := {Cloud_Events | Conceptual_Events □ {Cloud_Events}
□ (Compute_Events □ {Cloud_Events})
□ (Compute_Events □ {Conceptual_Events})}

\[ \Rightarrow \text{Max( Sort(\{}\text{Conceptual_Events}\text{)}) } \rightarrow \{\text{Event}_\text{Seq}[ \text{Index } ] \} \mid \text{Index} = 1 \]

Below follows a small sample of the coding pertinent to the class of Conceptual_Event:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Event}_\text{Seq}[1] & = \text{Compute_Corp_Event_In} \\
\text{Event}_\text{Seq}[2] & = \text{Compute_Mgt_Event_In} \\
\text{Event}_\text{Seq}[3] & = \text{Compute_System_Event_In}
\end{align*}
\]

Select

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Case MemberOf}(\text{Compute_Corp_Event_In$}, \text{“Service_A$”}) & ; \text{Corporate users} \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_profile(Policy_A$, Service_A$)}” \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_policy(Profile_A$, Service_A$)}” \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_concept_event(Profile_A$, Policy_A$, Service_A$, Conceptual_CorpA$)}”
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Case MemberOf}(\text{Compute_Mgt_Event_In$, \text{“Service_B$”}) & ; \text{Mgt users} \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_profile(Policy_BS$, Service_BS$)}” \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_policy(Profile_BS$, Service_BS$)}” \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_concept_event(Profile_BS$, Policy_BS$, Service_S$, Conceptual_CorpBS$)}”
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Case MemberOf}(\text{Compute_System_Event_In$, \text{“Service_CS$”) & ; \text{System users} \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_profile(Policy_CS$, Service_CS$)}” \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_policy(Profile_CS$, Service_CS$)}” \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash gen_concept_event(Profile_CS$, Policy_CS$, Service_CS$, Conceptual_CorpCS$)”
\end{align*}
\]

Case 1 ; catchall

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{$msgstr = “No Services for Cloud Domain Group Membership.”} \\
\text{call} \ “\text{syslib\textbackslash msgdisp.scr”}
\end{align*}
\]

EndSelect

The above script in Kix2010 [7] is an example of the class of a Conceptual_Event (e.g. Conceptual_CorpA$) being derived in response to the received Compute_Event class Compute_Corp_Event_In$. This is complemented by the evaluation of the Policy (e.g. Policy_A$) and Profile (e.g. Profile_A$) in response to the event class being a member of a specific Compute_Event subclass (e.g. Service_A$). The metadata is accessed so as to derive where classes of input Compute_Events occur most often, and therefore the scripts and KBS clauses [8] are dynamically reconstructed, so that the hierarchy will intercept the required goal (input event) in a minimum number of steps. This helps to reduce both processing and traffic in cloud-based Abstraction Classes.

Each input event trigger to a cloud has a unique reference associated with it in keeping with SNMP event traps [5][6]. This reference includes an Enterprise ID as well as an event code for the trap, specific to the external device which is the source of the event. More events of this type will be present on the cloud-based network as more devices or software respond to a particular state change. These events are referred to, in Figure 2, as “Compute_Events”. Therefore one of the main functions of the Initiator Process Node event and target search protocol, as exhibited in Figure 3, is to present the idea of a derived “Conceptual_Event” (Figure 2). This is intended to reduce the overall number of events occurring within the cloud and therefore the amount of overall traffic. A full testing program for this is now being specified in a proof-of-concept environment.

A change of state is produced due to a change of the condition of an operation. Each external change of state can be equated with a specific class of “Compute_Event” (Figure 1). Each event class can be equated using a standard time base with an event instance object. Therefore, if a set of such events occurs within a certain time threshold, then these events may form a set of events associated with the same change of state. Therefore each “Conceptual_Event” indicates a set of “Compute_Events” that are likely to be associated with the same system problem.

Each event class can be associated with a unique numeric identifier. If these identifiers (prime numbers in event protocol) for events with such a common timestamp are added together then a unique value is derived. The total value derived should then be cross-referenced with the library of system events totals. Thus, by looking at the time base, this total gives the sequence of events that constitute the sequence of Compute_Event objects in the entire Conceptual Event instance. This helps the diagnostics with respect to complex service requests from Abstraction Classes.
The most immediate area of future work is to focus in showing the complete distributed method and associated sets of algorithms outlined herein. These are involved in the linkage from the event protocol interpretation, the event package contents and the translation of the request to the required service call. This request is translated to a KBS goal and the result stored both as a set of distributed KBS clauses and as a set of equivalent distributed XML files. The solution to this stage of the problem is to integrate all stages of the solution in a seamless manner. The result of this will then be integrated in cloud management systems, taking into account the recent DMTF work [9].

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the basis for event-based interaction with Abstraction Classes with a view to this becoming an initial stage towards a command and control layer of an operational system for a cloud. It is shown that such an event-based protocol has the potential for extension towards integration with control systems from other functional domains or other clouds. The natural extension of this is towards management via techniques and designs utilising Open Systems Frameworks [9][10].

Fig. 3. The inclusion of the current event-processing protocol within the framework of the distributed KBS and a distributed metadata architecture, with XML data transfer [6] between them via sets of distributed IPM's on VM's.

3. Extension of the Event Protocol Scope

Figure 4 shows how the event protocol described in this paper may fit into (the basis for) an Open Systems Framework [10], by presenting a standard model to enable the control of the operation of an abstraction class-based process depending on the state of the system (cloud). This is presented in Figure 4 as the "Process Controller". This utility is located in a cloud, and will be accessed through the use of Abstraction Classes. This "Process Controller" module will integrate with the event protocol used to enable and control the abstraction classes in relation to the state of the system (cloud). This may in turn dynamically control the state of an accessed process, following the principles of adaptive control referred to earlier. For example, concerning the state of an aircraft (primary cloud) with respect to a secondary cloud (on-board client/Abstraction Classes):

1. Parked : Initiator / Abs.Classes ON
2. Taxiing : Initiator / Abs.Classes OFF
3. Take-off : Initiator / Abs.Classes OFF
4. Flight : Initiator / Abs.Classes ON
5. Landing : Initiator / Abs.Classes OFF
6. Future Work
Fig. 4. To show how the event processing protocol which, by virtue of being a standard construct, may lead to extended degrees of functionality
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